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The simultaneous ground-state cooling of multiple degenerate or near-degenerate mechanical modes coupled
to a common cavity-field mode has become an outstanding challenge in cavity optomechanics. This is because
the dark modes formed by these mechanical modes decouple from the cavity mode and prevent extracting
energy from the dark modes through the cooling channel of the cavity mode. Here we propose a universal
and reliable dark-mode-breaking method to realize the simultaneous ground-state cooling of two degenerate
or nondegenerate mechanical modes by introducing a phase-dependent phonon-exchange interaction, which is
used to form a loop-coupled configuration. We find an asymmetrical cooling performance for the two mechanical
modes and expound this phenomenon based on the nonreciprocal energy transfer mechanism, which leads to the
directional flow of phonons between the two mechanical modes. We also generalize this method to cool multiple
mechanical modes. The physical mechanism in this cooling scheme has general validity and this method can be
extended to break other dark-mode and dark-state effects in physics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.102.011502

Introduction. Mechanical resonators in cavity optomechanical systems [1–3] have the advantages of easy resonance,
wide compatibility, and tunable coupling to diverse physical devices. These resonators not only provide a promising platform for investigating macroscopic mechanical coherence [4–15], quantum many-body effects [16–21], and
topological energy transfer [22], but also can be used as highperformance sensors [23–25], transducers [26], and mechanical computers [27,28]. To suppress thermal noise in those
applications, the simultaneous ground-state cooling of these
mechanical resonators becomes an obligatory and important
task. Though great advances have been made in groundstate cooling of a single mechanical resonator [29–41], the
simultaneous ground-state cooling of multiple mechanical
resonators remains an outstanding challenge in cavity optomechanics [42–44]. The physical origin behind this obstacle
is the existence of the dark-mode effect [8,42–45] induced
by the multiple mechanical resonators (modes) coupled to a
common cavity field, as demonstrated theoretically [42,43]
and experimentally [44,45].
In this Rapid Communication, we propose a reliable
method to realize the simultaneous ground-state cooling of
multiple mechanical modes by breaking the dark-mode effect
in an optomechanical system consisting of a cavity mode coupled to two mechanical modes. This is realized by introducing
*
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a phase-dependent phonon-exchange interaction between the
two mechanical modes [46]. Owing to the phase-dependent
phonon-exchange interaction in this loop-coupled system,
there is no dark mode anymore, and asymmetrical groundstate cooling of the two mechanical resonators is realized via
an interference effect. We find that the asymmetrical cooling
performance is caused by nonreciprocal excitation transfer
between the two mechanical modes [51–65]. We also extend
this method to the simultaneous cooling of N mechanical
resonators and this advance will be helpful for the miniaturization of quantum devices [66,67]. This dark-mode-breaking
mechanism is universal and can be generalized to break the
dark-state or dark-mode effects in other physical systems [46].
System. We consider a three-mode optomechanical structure [Fig. 1(a)] consisting of a cavity field optomechanically
coupled to two mechanical modes, which are coupled with
each other via a phase-dependent phonon-exchange interaction [46]. A monochromatic driving field with frequency ωL
and amplitude  is applied to the optical cavity. In a rotating
frame defined by exp(−iωL ta† a), the system Hamiltonian
reads (h̄ = 1) [46]

HI = c a† a +
[ωl b†l bl + gl a† a(bl + b†l )]
l=1,2

+ (a + ∗ a† ) + η(eiθ b†1 b2 + e−iθ b†2 b1 ),

(1)

where a (a† ) and bl=1,2 (b†l ) are, respectively, the annihilation
(creation) operators of the cavity mode (ωc ) and the lth
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FIG. 1. (a) A loop-coupled optomechanical system consists of
one cavity-field mode a optomechanically coupled to two mechanical
modes b1 and b2 , which are coupled with each other via a phasedependent phonon-exchange coupling (with the coupling strength
η and phase θ ). (b) The reduced two-mechanical-mode system
with the effective phonon-exchange channel (χl=1,2 ), the common
optomechanical-cooling channel (γl,opt , nopt ), and the mechanical
dissipations (γl=1,2 , n̄l ).

mechanical mode (ωl ). The gl=1,2 terms describe the optomechanical couplings. The  term denotes the cavity-field
driving with detuning c = ωc − ωL , and the η term describes
a phase-dependent phonon-exchange interaction between the
two mechanical resonators, with the real coupling strength
η and phase θ . Note that this model can be implemented
with either circuit electromechanical systems [8,23] or photonic crystal optomechanical cavity systems [51]. The phasedependent phonon-hopping coupling in the electromechanical
system can be indirectly induced by coupling to a charge
qubit [46]. In the photonic crystal optomechanical setup,
the phase-dependent phonon-hopping coupling has been suggested by using two assistant cavity fields [51]. In addition,
we mention that the two mechanical modes could be either
bare mechanical modes in individual mechanical resonators
or supermodes of coupled mechanical resonators [68,69].
For the latter case, the phase-dependent phonon-exchange
coupling should be implemented between these supermodes
accordingly.
By expressing the operators o ∈ {a, bl=1,2 , a† , b†l=1,2 } with
their steady-state average values and fluctuations o = oss +
δo, the system can be linearized in the strong-driving regime,
and the linearized Hamiltonian in the rotating-wave approximation (RWA) reads

HRWA = δa† δa +
[ωl δb†l δbl + Gl (δaδb†l + δbl δa† )]
l=1,2

+η(e

iθ

δb†1 δb2

+ e−iθ δb†2 δb1 ),

(2)

where  is the normalized driving detuning and Gl=1,2 =
gl α are the linearized optomechanical-coupling strengths.
The displacement α ≡ ass = −i∗ /(κ + i) is assumed
to be real by choosing a proper driving amplitude , where κ
is the decay rate of the cavity field. When ω1 = ω2 and η = 0,
there exists a bright mode B+ and a dark mode B− defined
by [46]

B± = (G1(2) δb1 ± G2(1) δb2 )/ G21 + G22 .

(3)

+ B+ δa† ) with G+ = G21 + G22 . Here the dark mode B−
decouples from the cavity mode and the ground-state cooling
of the two resonators is unaccessible.
Ground-state cooling by breaking the dark mode. To
analyze the action of the phonon-exchange interaction, we
introduce two bosonic modes B̃+ = f δb1 − eiθ hδb2 and
B̃− = e−iθ hδb1 + f δb
2 , where the coefficients are given
by f = |ω̃− − ω1 |/ (ω̃− − ω1 )2 + η2 and h = η f /(ω̃− −
ω1 ), with the resonance frequencies ω̃± = 21 (ω1 + ω2 ±

(ω1 − ω2 )2 + 4η2 ) and the coupling strengths G̃+ = f G1 −
−iθ
e hG2 and G̃− = eiθ hG1 + f G2 . The linearized optomechanical Hamiltonian becomes
†
†
†
B̃+ + ω̃− B̃−
B̃− + (G̃∗+ δaB̃+
HRWA = δa† δa + ω̃+ B̃+
†
+G̃+ B̃+ δa† ) + (G̃∗− δaB̃−
+ G̃− B̃− δa† ).

(4)

In the degenerate-resonator (ω1 = ω2 = ωm ) and symmetriccoupling (G1√
= G2 = G) cases, the coupling
√ strengths become G̃+ = 2G(1 + e−iθ )/2 and G̃− = 2G(1 − eiθ )/2.
When θ = nπ for an integer n, the cavity field is decoupled
from one of the two hybrid mechanical modes B̃− (for even n)
and B̃+ (for odd n). However, in the general case θ = nπ , the
dark-mode effect is broken [46], and then the simultaneous
ground-state cooling becomes accessible under proper parameter conditions. We emphasize that the dark-mode-breaking
mechanism is universal and it can be proved by analyzing the
eigenstates of a 3 × 3 matrix, which is used to describe either
a three-mode system or a three-level system [46].
To study the cooling performance of the two mechanical
resonators, we calculate the final average phonon numbers n1f
and n2f by solving the steady-state covariance matrix governed
by the Lyapunov equation [46]. Figure 2(a) shows the phonon
numbers n1f and n2f as functions of the driving detuning 
when the system works in both the dark-mode-unbreaking
(η = 0) and -breaking (η/ωm = 0.05 and θ = π /2) regimes.
The results indicate that ground-state cooling of the two mechanical resonators is unfeasible when the system possesses
the dark mode [the upper solid curves in Fig. 2(a)]. When the
dark mode is broken by adding the phonon-exchange coupling
[the dashed curves in Fig. 2(a)], the emergence of the valley
f
corresponds to ground-state cooling (n1,2
1). The phononexchange coupling provides the physical origin for breaking
the dark mode and builds the channel to transfer the excitation
energy between the two mechanical resonators. The optimal
driving detuning is located at  = ωm , which is consistent
with a typical resolved-sideband cooling [29–31,35,36], because the phonons exactly compensate the energy mismatch
between the scattered photons and the driving light.
When the phonon-exchange coupling is absent, though
the dark mode exists theoretically only in the degenerateresonator case (i.e., ω1 = ω2 ), the dark-mode effect actually works for a wider detuning range in the neardegenerate-resonator case [as marked by the shadow area
in Fig. 2(b)] [46]. The width of the shadow area can be
characterized by the effective mechanical linewidth l (ω =
|ω2 − ω1 |  l ). The cooling of the individual mechanical
resonators is suppressed in this region, i.e., the individual
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FIG. 3. The relative resonant-phonon-scattering rate b2 b1 (blue
solid curves) and b1 b2 (red dashed curves) versus (a) the ratio  of
the optomechanical cooperativities when θ = π /2 and (b) the phase
θ when  = 1. Here  = ωm and ω1 = ω2 = ωm . Other parameters
used are the same as those in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. (a) The final average phonon numbers n1f (blue curves)
and n2f (red curves) in the two mechanical resonators versus the effective driving detuning  in the dark-mode-unbreaking (η = 0, solid
curves) and -breaking (η = 0.05ωm and θ = π /2, dashed curves)
cases when ω1 = ω2 = ωm . (b) n1f and n2f as functions of ω2 /ω1 in
both the dark-mode-unbreaking (solid curves) and -breaking (dashed
curves) cases when  = ω1 . (c) n1f and (d) n2f vs η and θ under the
optimal driving  = ωm and ω1 = ω2 = ωm . (e) n1f and n2f vs θ at
η = 0.05ωm . Other used parameters are given by G1 /ωm = G2 /ωm =
0.1, γ1 /ωm = γ2 /ωm = 10−5 , κ/ωm = 0.2, and n̄1 = n̄2 = 103 .

mechanical resonators have significant spectral overlap and
become effectively degenerate. When the phonon-exchange
coupling is applied, the dark-mode effect is broken and the
ground-state cooling for the degenerate and near-degenerate
resonators becomes feasible [the dashed curves in Fig. 2(b)].
The dependence of the final average phonon numbers
n1f and n2f on the phonon-exchange parameters η and θ is
displayed in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The ground-state cooling of
the two mechanical resonators is achievable in the region 0 <
θ < π (π < θ < 2π ) for a wide range of η, and the cooling
performance of the first (second) resonator is better than the
other one n1f < n2f (n1f > n2f ). In particular, at θ = nπ , the
two mechanical resonators cannot be cooled to their ground
states, which corresponds to the dark-mode-unbreaking case,
as shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(e).
Nonreciprocal phonon transfer. To explain the asymmetrical cooling phenomenon in Fig. 2(e), we introduce
a relative resonant-phonon-scattering rate vw = (Tvw −
Twv )/(Tvw )max corresponding to the transfer of a phonon with
frequency ωm from modes w to v, where Tvw denotes the transmittance from modes w to v [v, w ∈ {b1 , b2 }]. The relative
resonant-phonon-scattering rates can be expressed as [46]

−1
√
4  sin θ
4 cos2 θ
,
(5)
1+ 
b2 b1 =
√
2
C1 +C2 +1
(1 + )2
+

C1 C2
and b1 b2 = −b2 b1 , where  = C3 /(C1 C2 ) with Cl=1,2 =
G2l /γl κ and C3 = η2 /γ1 γ2 being the cooperativities associated
with the optomechanical couplings and the phonon-exchange

coupling (γl=1,2 denoting the decay rate of the lth resonator),
respectively. The dependence of the relative resonant-phononscattering rates vw on the ratio  of the optomechanical
cooperativities and the phase θ is shown in Fig. 3. In panel (a),
we find that in the region 0 <  < 1 ( > 1), b2 b1 increases
(decreases) with increasing , and the optimal nonreciprocity
(b2 b1 = 1) emerges at  = 1, which indicates directional
flow of phonons between the two mechanical resonators. As
shown in Fig. 3(b), when 0 < θ < π , b2 b1 > 0, i.e., Tb2 b1 >
Tb1 b2 , the phonon transmission from mechanical mode b1 to b2
is enhanced, while the transmission in the backward direction
is suppressed (see blue solid curves). In the range π < θ <
2π , it exhibits b1 b2 > 0, i.e., Tb1 b2 > Tb2 b1 (see red dashed
curves). Meanwhile, the phonon transmission satisfies the
Lorentz reciprocal theorem [b2 b1 = b1 b2 = 0, i.e., Tb1 b2 =
Tb2 b1 ] at θ = nπ . Moreover, the transmittance is optimal for
the process from b1 (b2 ) to b2 (b1 ) and is zero for the opposite
process when θ = π /2 (θ = 3π /2). We see from Eq. (5) that,
when  = 1 and θ = π /2, an excellent nonreciprocal phonon
transfer (b2 b1 = 1) is realized.
Cooling limits. The cooling limits can be analytically obtained in the large cavity-field-decay regime, in which the cavity field is eliminated adiabatically such that the three-mode
optomechanical system is reduced to a two-mode system
described by the Hamiltonian H̃eff = 2l=1 (l − i l )b†l bl +
iξ1 b†1 b2 + iξ2 b†2 b1 [Fig. 1(b)], where l = γl + γl,opt and
l = ωl − ωl,opt are, respectively, the effective decay rate
and resonance frequency for the lth mechanical resonator,
with the optical induced decay rates γl,opt = G2l /κ and mechanical frequency shifts ωl,opt = G2l /2ωl . In addition, iξl is
the effective phonon-exchange coupling strength between the
two mechanical modes with ξ1(2) = −[G1 G2 /κ + i(ηe±iθ −
G1 G2 /2ω2(1) )]. The mechanical mode bl is contacted to an
effective optomechanical cooling bath (γl,opt and nopt ) and
a heat bath (γl and n̄l ). Considering the parameter relations
ω1,2
κ
G1,2
{γ1,opt ≈ γ2,opt }
γ1,2 , the final average
phonon occupations can be obtained as [46]
√
(−1)l−1 χl
γl n̄l + γl,opt nopt
f
nl=1,2 ≈
+
l + χ+
l + χ−
√
√
×( χ1 nχ1 − χ2 nχ2 ),
(6)
where nopt = 4κ 2 /(ω1 + ω2 + 2)2 , nχ1(2) = 2(γ2(1) n̄2(1) +
√
γ2(1),opt nopt )/( 1 + 2 + 2χ+ ),
and
χ ± = ∓ χ1 χ2 −
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FIG. 4. The exact and approximate final average phonon numbers n1f (blue) and n2f (red) versus (a) the phonon-exchange coupling
strength η when θ = π /2 and κ/ωm = 0.2, (b) the phase θ when
η/ωm = 0.05 and κ/ωm = 0.2, and (c),(d) the cavity-field decay
rate κ when η/ωm = 0.05 for (c) θ = π /2 and (d) θ = 3π /2. The
solid curves and the symbols correspond to the exact (numerical)
and approximate (analytical) results, respectively. Here /ωm = 1
and G1 /ωm = G2 /ωm = 0.05. Other parameters used are the same as
those in Fig. 2.

Re[ξ1 ξ2 /( 1 + 2 )], with χl=1,2 = |ξl |2 /( 1 + 2 ) being
the effective phonon-transfer rate from b2 (b1 ) to b1 (b2 ). The
cooling limits (nllim ) are obtained at  = ωl . In Fig. 4, we
plot the exact final average phonon numbers (solid lines) and
the cooling limits (symbols) given by Eq. (6) as functions of
the phonon-exchange parameters η and θ . Figure 4 shows
asymmetrical ground-state cooling and excellent agreement
between numerical and analytical results.
The first term in Eq. (6) is caused by the thermal bath
and the effective optical bath connected by the lth mechanical mode, while the phonon extraction by the phononexchange channel is described by the last term. Physically,
the nonreciprocity of the phonon transfer is determined by the
phonon-exchange rate χl which depends on the phase θ . For
the case n̄1 ≈ n̄2 and γ1 ≈ γ2 , we have nχ1 ≈ nχ2 = nχ and
√
√
√
√
thus ( χ1 nχ1 − χ2 nχ2 ) ≈ ( χ1 − χ2 )nχ [see Eq. (6)].
√
In the range 0 < θ < π (π < θ < 2π ), we obtain χ1 <
√
√
√
χ2 ( χ1 > χ2 ). This means that the phonon-transfer efficiency from b1 (b2 ) to b2 (b1 ) is larger than that for the
< n2f (n1f √
> n2f ) [see Fig. 4(b)]. When
opposite case, i.e., n1f √
θ = π /2 (3π /2) and C1 C2 = C3 , the unidirectional flow
of the phonons between the two mechanical resonators is
obtained [χ1 ≈ 0 (χ2 ≈ 0)]. For θ = nπ , the phonon transfer between the two mechanical resonators is reciprocal
√
√
( χ1 = χ2 ), due to the emergence of the dark mode. In
the absence of the phonon-transfer interaction (η = 0), the
ground-state cooling is unfeasible due to the invalid effective cooling channel ( l + χ+ → γl ) [see Fig. 4(a)]. In the

absence of the optomechanical cooling channels (G1,2 = 0),
f
Eq. (6) becomes nl=1,2
≈ n̄l + (−1)l−1 (nχ1 − nχ2 )/2, which
indicates quantum thermalization in the coupled mechanical
system.
Cooling N mechanical resonators. Our proposal can be
extended to the cooling of a net-coupled system: a cavity mode coupled to N  3 mechanical modes via the optomechanical couplings Hopc = Nj=1 g j a† a(b j + b†j ), and the
nearest-neighboring mechanical modes are coupled through
the phase-dependent phonon-exchange couplings Hpec =
N−1
iθ j †
j=1 η j (e b j b j+1 + H.c.). We find that the function of
these phases in the optomechanical interactions is determined
j−1
by the term ν=1
θν [46] and hence, for convenience, we
assume θ1 = π /2 and θ j = 0 for j = 2 - (N − 1) in our
simulations. In the dark-mode-unbreaking case (η j = 0), the
ground-state cooling of the mechanical resonators is unfeasible, with the final average phonon numbers n̄(N − 1)/N in
the case of n̄ j = n̄ [46]. When the dark modes are broken,
simultaneous ground-state cooling can be realized in this
system (n jf < 1).
Conclusions. We proposed a dark-mode-breaking method
to realize simultaneous ground-state cooling of multiple mechanical modes coupled to a common cavity mode by constructing a loop-coupled optomechanical system with a phase
drop. We found an asymmetric cooling phenomenon and
expounded it using the nonreciprocal phonon-exchange mechanism. The present physical mechanism is universal and hence
it will motivate the manipulation of various dark-state-related
physical effects.
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